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with any devices to read

A Handbook of Greek and Roman Coins
Sir George Francis Hill 1899
Coin Collecting For Dummies Neil S.
Berman 2011-03-01 Can’t make heads or
tails out of coin collecting? You
need Coin Collecting For Dummies, 2nd
Edition, the treasure trove on
information on numismatics. This
hands-on guide escorts you through
the world’s oldest hobby, helping you
decide which type of coins you want
to collect, keep your collection in
mint condition, buy and sell coins on
the Internet, find interesting coin
shows to attend, and assemble and
diversify a great collection. The
purpose of this fun, easy-to-access

guide is to turn you into a worldclass coin collector in as little
time as possible. You’ll learn what
coins can teach you about history and
geography, develop organizational and
observational skills, and learn to
use analytical tools, all without
event thinking about it. And you’ll
learn the basics about ancient coins,
U.S. coins, world coins, and the
wild-and-wooly stuff that really gets
your numismatic juices flowing.
Discover how to: Start your
collection correctly Evaluate coins
using age, condition, rarity, and
more Buy interesting coins without
breaking the bank Locate rare and
expensive coins Get savvy about
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avoiding fakes Get the whole family
involved in your collection Develop a
buying strategy Clean and handle
coins safely Keep your collection
secure at home and on the road
Investigate tokens, medals, and
miscellaneous coins Create complete
collections of copper, nickel,
silver, or gold U.S. coins When it
comes to numismatics, Coin Collecting
For Dummies, 2nd Edition is right on
the money!
Byzantine Coins and Their Values
David Sear 1987-12-31 The Byzantine
Empire lasted for almost a thousand
years after the fall of the Roman
Empire in the West. The period
covered by this catalogue is from the
reign of Anastasius I (491518) until
the capture of Constantinople by the
Turks in 1453. When this catalogue
was first published in 1974 it was

hailed as containing more information
in a concise form than any other
single volume on the Byzantine
series.
Ancient Coins Sam Sommer Mba
2017-01-21 The Internet Has Made It
Possible For You To Buy Ancient Coins
For Pennies On The Dollar I Will Show
You How Imagine owning coins that are
thousands of years old and have
images on them showing the history of
the world. Imagine owning a coin with
a picture of Julius Caesar on it,
Cleopatra, Alexander the Great, and
even Jesus. Coins from all parts of
the ancient world can be found and
purchased: coins from ancient Greek,
Roman, Byzantine, Judeo-Christian and
Muslim cultures are examples. .: No
Coin Or Internet Experience Is Needed
- With My Simple Step by Step Process
You Will Learn How To Buy Coins,
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Clean Coins and Resell Them For Giant
Profit MarginsThis information has
great appeal to coin collectors,
anyone looking for a pastime or
hobby, anyone looking to teach their
children or grand kids about coins
and get them started in a pastime
that is rich in history and cost
little to get into.It also appeals to
anyone looking to make extra income
from home working only a few hours
each week.This brand new book
includes special information,
revealed for the first time:Find out
who the trusted dealers are and which
ones cannot be trusted. Find out how
to clean coins safely and how to
create a listing on eBay.In this book
you will learn: The rich history of
ancient coins How to buy coins How to
clean coins How to find the honest
and best dealers Buying and selling

on eBay and how to get the greatest
deal Which forums you should join
What the best resources are so you
can expand your knowledge Anyone
interested in coin collecting,
ancient coins, gold and silver coins,
buying and selling on eBay, selling
on Amazon and Etsy, making money from
home, a home based business, making
extra cash, can benefit from this
material.
Roman Coins and Their Values: The
accession of Nerva to the overthrow
of the Severan dynasty, AD 96-AD 235
David R. Sear 2000
The Mysterious Spheres on Greek and
Roman Ancient Coins Raymond V. Sidrys
2020-12-31 This book is not a
standard coin catalogue, but it
focuses on quantities and percentages
of the mysterious 5950 sphere images
on Roman coin reverses, and a few
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Greek coins. This research identifies
political, cultural, religious and
propaganda trends associated with the
coin sphere images, and offers a
variety of new findings.
Eric II Rasiel Suarez 2010
Beginner's Guide 1990
Roman Republican Coinage Michael
Hewson Crawford 1974 The first
comprehensive study in over 100
years, cataloging the issues of each
coiner in the period 280-31 B. C. and
describing and dating them as
accurately as the evidence permits.
Guide to Ancient Jewish Coins David
Hendin 1976
The Beginner's Guide to Identifying
Byzantine Coins Prue Morgan Fitts
2015 This book covers coins of the
Eastern Roman Empire from Anastasius
I (491518) to Constantine XI
(14481453) with an overview of the

period of Diocletian in 284 to the
succession of Anastasius I as an
introduction to the coinage. It is
not intended to be a scholarly book
but rather a quick reference for coin
identification. It does not cover the
holdover aureusfrom the Western
Empire, coins from the collateral
areas of the ArabByzantine, or the
coins of the Turks and other
successors who produced coins of
similar design. It also does not
cover forgeries. Caveat Emptor.
Greek Coin Types and Their
Identification Richard J. Plant 1979
Aorta Rasiel Suarez 2011
Guide to Coin Collecting David L.
Ganz 2008-04-01 From America's
leading experts, your ultimate Guide
to Coin Collecting From the change in
your pocket to the history of famous
silver dollars, from understanding
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mintmarks and pedigree to assessing
condition and grade, this is the only
book you'll need to become a firstclass coin collector. Whether you're
just starting out or looking to
expand your current collection, you
will receive priceless practical
knowledge and expert advice on:
Finding and identifying coins Caring
for and exhibiting your collection
Understanding collecting terms
Verifying authenticity Using internet
resources And much more!
Roman Base Metal Coins Richard J.
Plant 2006 Intended for a collector,
this work assumes that the reader
will be more interested in assigning
a coin to its proper period or
Emperor than in working out the
meaning of the design on the reverse.
It contains illustrations (which are
as close to life-sized as possible

as) an aid to identification.
Beginner's Guide to Ancient Coins
David Sear 2018-03-28 This guide,
designed with collectors in mind,
gives a general background to the
fascinating world of ancient Greek
and Roman coins, how they were
designed and manufactured, and at how
they can reveal so much to us today
of the time in which they were
produced.
History Through Coin Rona Cox
2018-09-07 This is the 2nd edition of
this book which is a beginner's guide
to collecting ancient and not so
ancient coins. The book contains an
introduction to the history of coin;
followed by a pictorial timeline and
then the basics of how to identify
Greek, Roman and early hammered
British coins in a non-academic way.
There are history nuggets for
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particular time periods and their
associated coins, along with handy
lists of the kings and queens of
Britain, the emperor's of Rome and of
course, lots of pictures. There is
also a section on the best ways to
photograph your new collection.
Whitman Guide to Coin Collecting
Whitman Publishing 2017-06-13
Explains how to get started in coin
collecting, how to grade and price
coins and how to care for your
collection.
Roman Coins, Elementary Manual ..
Francesco 1847-1919 Gnecchi
2021-09-09 This work has been
selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of
the knowledge base of civilization as
we know it. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations.

Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work. Scholars believe,
and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work
has been proofread and republished
using a format that seamlessly blends
the original graphical elements with
text in an easy-to-read typeface. We
appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Ancient Coin Collecting Wayne G.
Sayles 2003-07-01 Ancient Coin
Collecting, 2nd Edition is your
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roadmap through the intriguing world
of ancient coins. With more than 300
photos and numerous tables and
charts, this new expanded 2nd Edition
will provide you with the tools
needed to survive this oftenbewildering market. Inside, you will
discover how to: &break;&break;Make
wise transactions when buying ancient
coins &break;&break;Avoid the
pitfalls which hinder beginning
collectors &break;&break;Determine
authenticity and identify fakes
&break;&break;Access coin values
&break;&break;Find 2000-year-old
coins for less than $5.00
&break;&break;Interpret images and
legends on ancient coins
&break;&break;Enter the incredible
world of the ancients with a basic
understanding of politics, history,
mythology and astrology, and their

affect on the minting and design of
coins. &break;&break;Broaden the
spectrum of your collecting. Make
room for ancient coins with Ancient
Coin Collecting.
What Do to With Granddaddy's Coins
Jeff Ambio 2010-01-01 Numismatic
expert Jeff Ambio introduces the
general public to the coin collecting
market in this simple and
entertaining guide on how to sort
through old family coins. By the end
of What to Do With Granddaddy¿s
Coins, readers will be equipped with
the knowledge (and a self-made list
of coin values!) to confidently
approach the cutthroat coin market.
All the basics of handling
granddaddy¿s coins are covered.
Included are chapters on supply
lists, how to care for coins, what
makes a coin valuable on today¿s
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market, and the benefits and
drawbacks of contacting dealers.
Step-by-step directions will prepare
readers to identify and approximately
value their coins. Reading this guide
will equip the non-coin collector
with the knowledge to discuss their
coins with familiarity and
understanding in the numismatic
market. An indispensable tool for
anyone who came into a coin
collection, this book will prepare
readers to approach other experts and
make wise choices when handling
various coins. Learn how to
successfully sell granddaddy¿s coins
without squandering any valuable
treasures!
Money of the Bible Kenneth Bressett
2013
Collecting Greek Coins Rynearson
2008-11-01

Cleaning Coins and Artefacts David
Villanueva 2008
Newbie Guide to Finding Valuable
Coins in Pocket Change Man Finds
$126,500 Penny in His Pocket Sam
Sommer 2018-01-20 What If A Coin In
Your Pocket Was Worth Millions! How
Would You Know? One Lucky Person Did
Find One Because He Knew What To Look
For You Do Not Need Any Coin
Experience To Make This Work - I Will
Show You How Would An Extra 2-3
Hundred $$$ A Month Help You? - I
Make That Easily Just Finding Silver
While Watching TV!!! I Have Been
Using This System For Over 30 Years
and Have Found Thousands In Silver
This information has great appeal to
coin collectors, anyone looking for a
pastime or hobby, anyone looking to
teach their children or grand kids
about coins. It also appeals to
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anyone looking to make extra income
from home working only a few hours
each week.This brand new book
includes special information,
revealed for the first time: Anyone
interested in coin collecting,
ancient coins, gold and silver coins,
error coins, buying and selling on
eBay, selling on Amazon and Etsy,
making money from home, a home based
business, making extra cash, can
benefit from this material.
When Money Talks Frank L. Holt
2021-06-03 Coinage--it is one of the
most successful and consistent
technologies ever invented. Nothing
else we still use in everyday life
has a history quite like it. Look
around at all the things that would
bewilder a Greek, Roman, or
Renaissance ancestor; then, dig into
your purse or pocket for that one

artifact that they would immediately
recognize as part of their world.
Historian Frank L. Holt takes us on a
lively journey through the history of
numismatics, the study of coins--one
of the oldest and most important
contributions to the arts and
humanities. For 2600 years, poets,
economists, philosophers, historians,
and theologians have pondered the
mysteries of money. Who invented
coins, and why? Does coinage function
beyond our control as if it had a
mind of its own? How has it changed
world history and culture? What does
numismatics reveal about our past
that could never be discovered from
any other source? How has numismatics
advanced using modern science? Does
it still suffer from racist ideas
about physiognomy and phrenology?
What does its future hold? The
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approach taken in this richly
illustrated book is as multi-faceted
as coined money itself. Coins are
integral to our economic, social,
political, religious, and cultural
history. When Money Talks: A History
of Coins and Numismatics explores
each aspect of coinage, and takes a
special interest in how coins have
appeared in literature and pop
culture, ranging in its analysis from
Greek drama and the New Testament to
T.V. sitcoms and meme theory.
Greek Imperial Coins and Their Values
David R. Sear 1982 This catalogue is
unique in providing the collector
with the only comprehensive and
authoritative guide devoted
specifically to the local coinages of
the Roman Empire, undoubtedly the
most neglected series in the whole of
ancient classical numismatics. Greek

Imperial coins span more than three
centuries from Augustus to
Diocletian, and were issued at over
six hundred mints from Spain to
Mesopotamia.
From Caesar to Augustus (c. 49 BC–AD
14) Clare Rowan 2018-10-31 A richly
illustrated introduction to the
contribution of Roman and provincial
coinage to the history of this
period, aimed at undergraduates.
Penny Treasure Sam Sommer Mba
2017-01-20 A brand new Penny Treasure
book that helps you find valuable
pennies in loose change. This
complete coin guide appeals to anyone
who is interested in: Coin roll
hunting, silver coins, gold coins,
coin collecting, making money,
working from home, Indian Head
Pennies, coins, extra income, you
name it. Metal detecting enthusiasts
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love this material, they are always
looking for valuable coins, silver
and gold. Who knew that error coins
and rare coins could be found in
loose change. A section just for
children helps them get started on an
adventure that can last a life time
and even help pay for their education
100 Greatest Ancient Coins, 2nd
Edition Harlan J. Berk 2018-10-09
Emperors and assassins, owls and
turtles, gods and goddesses, brave
heroes and villainous roguesall of
these and more await you in this new,
updated second edition of 100
Greatest Ancient Coins. In this
beautifully illustrated book, Harlan
J. Berk, one of America's best-known
ancient-coin dealers, takes you on a
personal guided tour of the
numismatic antiquities of Greece,
Rome, the Byzantine Empire, and other

parts of the ancient world. Coffeetable-size, Hardcover, 144 pages,
full color, with enlarged photographs
and stories for every coin.
Coins of the British World Robert
Friedberg 1962 Illustrated standard
catalogue with valuations of the
coinage of the British Isles from 500
A.D., the British Empire from 1600
A.D.
Description Historique Des Monnaies
Frappees Sous L'Empire Romain
Communement Appelees Medailles
Imperiales Henry Cohen 2015-11-03
This work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we
know it. This work was reproduced
from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work
as possible. Therefore, you will see
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the original copyright references,
library stamps (as most of these
works have been housed in our most
important libraries around the
world), and other notations in the
work.This work is in the public
domain in the United States of
America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may
freely copy and distribute this work,
as no entity (individual or
corporate) has a copyright on the
body of the work.As a reproduction of
a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc.
Scholars believe, and we concur, that
this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made
generally available to the public. We
appreciate your support of the
preservation process, and thank you

for being an important part of
keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant.
Coin Collecting for Beginners Louie
J. Bennett 2021-12-28 Do you find
coin collecting interesting but you
don’t have an idea about where to
begin? Do you want a comprehensive
and all-encompassing coin collecting
reference guide for kids, teenagers,
and adults to take your first steps
into this spellbinding and
enlightening hobby? If your answer to
the questions above is yes, then this
is the book for you! Coin collecting
is one of the earliest forms of
collectible art. An ancient form of
art that rouses the feeling of
oneness with ancient civilizations,
certain historical periods, and an
almost-forgotten culture. Coin
collection essentially stimulates
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your desire for knowledge, taking you
back in time. Coin collecting for
most people typically began as a
hobby and then a few coin enthusiasts
began to fall in love with the
historical roots of coin collecting.
While some other people collect coins
for the profit and also as an
investment vehicle. This Detailed
Reference Guide for Beginners will
help you get started on your journey
as a coin collection. You will find
everything you need to know about
finding rare coins, preserving your
collection, and more. In this book
you will find: A comprehensive
history of coin collection and how
the growth in numismatic science
began. A guide to numismatic lingos
and vocabularies to get you started.
An overview of common US coins, most
expensive US coins and how much they

sold for, commemorative US coins,
etc. An overview of recent British
and Euro coins. A coin collecting
kick start guide. Where and how to
get your coin? How to determine the
market value of your coin.
Identifying rare variation of coins.
Coin care and maintenance. Coin
storage, storage materials, and how
to store your coins correctly. How to
prevent loss by theft or fire. How to
make money with your coins.
Identifying fake coins and scam
deals. Coin show etiquette and much
more. After reading this book, it
will arm you with all the information
that you need to become a successful
coin collector. This book will
introduce you to a new hobby that is
fascinating, worthwhile, and
profitable. Begin your coin
collecting journey today. Scroll to
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the top of the page and hit the “BUY
NOW” button to get your copy now!
Handbook of Roman Imperial Coins
David Van Meter 2000-01-01
The Beginner's Guide to Coin
Collecting James Alexander Mackay
1991 Answers all the important
questions about collecting, from
basic equipment to the best way to
develop a collection, including early
coins, techniques and materials of
coin-making, shapes and sizes, and
the parts of a coin
Ancient Coin Collecting V Wayne G.
Sayles 1998-10-01 The Romaioi, Greek
citizens of the Roman East, stood
squarely in the path of Islamic
expansion and saved Europe from being
overrun by powerful tribes from the
Easy. Their coinage reveals a society
with strong religious undercurrents
and divergent philosophies, but

plagued by political and financial
crises. &break;&break;Ancient Coin
Collecting V: The Romaion/Byzantine
Culture explores the history and art
of a culture that survived for nearly
1,000 years. Through the timeless
record of coins you'll learn what
happened after the Fall of Rome,
witness the sacking of Constantinople
by marauding Crusaders, and
experience the empire's last days
under Constantine XI.
&break;&break;This volume is the
perfect introduction to the
fascinating hobby of collecting
ancient coins. Author Wayne G. Sayles
entertains, educates and inspires
beginning and expert collectors
alike, drawing on more than 30 years
of experience in studying and
collecting coins from antiquity.
Special features include:
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&break;&break;More than 300 photos,
including an illustrated guide to the
Emperors of Byzantium &break;&break;A
guide to coin attribution, along with
denomination, dating and mint
information &break;&break;Powerful
reference tools, including
comprehensive index, bibliography and
glossary
Coins Of The Bible Book Arthur
Friedberg 2004-12-01 Learn the
stories of the most famous coins of
the Bible from the widow's mite to
the infamous thirty pieces of silver.
Discover the historical and cultural
details of the lies and times of the
ancient peoples of Biblical days.
Keep the coin replicas that come in
each book as reminders of days past
but still important in the history of
the western world.
100 Greatest Ancient Coins Harlan J.

Berk 2008
The Oxford Handbook of Greek and
Roman Coinage William E. Metcalf
2016-01-05 A large gap exists in the
literature of ancient numismatics
between general works intended for
collectors and highly specialized
studies addressed to numismatists.
Indeed, there is hardly anything
produced by knowledgeable
numismatists that is easily
accessible to the academic community
at large or the interested lay
reader. The Oxford Handbook of Greek
and Roman Coinage will fill this gap
by providing a systematic overview of
the major coinages of the classical
world. The Handbook begins with a
general introduction by volume editor
William E. Metcalf followed by an
article establishing the history and
role of scientific analysis in
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ancient numismatics. The subsequent
thirty-two chapters, all written by
an international group of
distinguished scholars, cover a vast
geography and chronology, beginning
with the first evidence of coins in
Western Asia Minor in the seventh
century BCE and continuing up to the
transformation of coinage at the end
of the Roman Empire. In addition to
providing the essential background
and current research questions of
each of the major coinages, the
Handbook also includes articles on
the application of numismatic
evidence to the disciplines of
archaeology, economic history, art
history, and ancient history. With
helpful appendices, a glossary of
specialized terms, indices of mints,
persons, and general topics, and
nearly 900 illustrations, The Oxford

Handbook of Greek and Roman Coinage
will be an indispensable resource for
scholars and students of the
classical world, as well as a
stimulating reference for collectors
and interested lay readers.
The Everything Coin Collecting Book
Richard Giedroyc 2006-11-15 Are you
one of the 125 million coin
collectors in the United States?
Whether you're a beginner or an avid
collector, The Everything Coin
Collecting Book is your accessible
reference for this exciting and
profitable hobby. Written by a wellknown numismatic authority, this is
only authoritative guide written in
an approachable style for every
reader. Read The Everything Coin
Collecting Book and you'll learn
about: Starting and maintaining a
collection Coin terminology Grading
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and authenticating coins Rarity and
coin values Covering it all-from
starting a collection, to selling and

trading like a pro-this is the allin-one guide you need to maintain a
successful collection and trade for
profit.
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